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tures are3 consequently, formed in the following way: Every element S = (dx, .... «a) 
6 % is an a-membered sequence each member ay, (y = 1, ...? ot) of which is a de
composition in & and, in fact, a complex in 2t r The multiplication in % is such 
that, for any two elements 

I = (%, ••-,««), 5 = (bi, ...,&«) € f 

and their product 

UB = E = (cu ...,ca) € 3 , 

there holds: 

»! o bt cz cx, ..., aa o ba cz ca. 

15.6. Exercises 

1. Show that the groupoids 3W, B» (n ^ 1) a r e isomorphic. 

2. Let tCOT stand for the subgroirpoid of 3 whose field consists of all the integer multiples of 
a certain natural number m > 1. Of which elements do the factoroids %m c $» and 
3» n ^-m (^ > 1) consist if m, n are not relatively prime? 

3. Every factoroid on an Abelian (associative) groupoid is Abelian (associative). 

4. If a groupoid & contains an element a such that aa = a, i.e., a so-called idempotent element 
(15.4.2), then the element of any factoroid in © comprising a is idempotent as well. 

16. Deformations of factoroids 

16.1. The isomorphism theorems for groupoids 

Let us now proceed to the isomorphism theorems for groupoids. These theorems 
describe situations occurring under homomorphic mappings of groupoids or fac
toroids and connected with the concept of isomorphism. The set structure of these 
theorems is expressed by the equivalence theorems dealt with in 6.8. 

1. The first theorem. Let @5, (U* be groupoids and suppose there exists a defor
mation d of (U onto @*. In 14.2 we have shown that the decomposition D of @ 
corresponding to d is generating. Let % stand for the factoroid corresponding to 
D. Associating with each element a £ % that element a* £ ©* of whose el-inYerse 
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images the element a consists, we obtain a simple mapping of % onto (&*; let us 
denote it i. By the definition of i, there holds id = da for every a £ ® and a £ a. 
Let a, b stand for arbitrary elements of %, a for an element of a and b for an element 
of b. Then there holds: abczabczdob£% and hence: i(a ob) = dab = da .db 
= ia . ib. So we have the equality i(aob) = ia .ib by which i is a deformation and 
therefore (since it is simple) an isomorphism of % onto (U*. Thus we have shown 
that if there exists a deformation d of @ onto &*, then there is on & a factoroid 
isomorphic with &*, namely, the factoroid % corresponding to the generating 
decomposition belonging to d while the mapping i is an isomorphism.® is said to 
belong or correspond to the deformation d. 

Let now, conversely, ® be an arbitrary factoroid on @ and d a mapping of (B 
onto ® defined as follows: The d-image of any element a £ & is that element 
a £ % for which a £ a. I t is easy to show that d is a deformation of (& onto ®. Let 
us consider any elements a, b £ & and the elements a, b £ % containing a, b, hence 
a = da, b = db. The relations ab £db czdob £% yield ab £ dob and, moreover, 
dab = a o b = da o db so that the mapping d actually preserves the multiplica
tions in © and ®. Consequently, © may be deformed onto any factoroid % lying 
on © in the way that every element of © is mapped onto that element of % in 
which it is contained. Hence, © may be deformed onto any groupoid ®* isomor
phic with some factoroid on ©. 

The above results are briefly summed up in the first isomorphism theorem for 
groupoids: 

If a groupoid &* is homomorphic with a groupoid ©, then it is isomorphic with a 
certain factoroid on ©; if &* is isomorphic with some factoroid on &, then it is homo
morphic with @. The mapping of the factoroid ®, belonging to the deformation d of 
© onto ($*, under which every element a £ ® is mapped onto the d-image of the points 
of a is an isomorphism. 

2. The second theorem. Let 21, 33 stand for coupled factoroids in d$. 
Each element of 21 is incident with exactly one element of 33 and, simultaneously, 

each element of 33 is incident with exactly one element of 21 (15.3.3). Associating, 
with every element a 6 21, the element b £ 33 incident with it, we obtain a simple 
mapping i of 21 onto 33. We shall show that i is an isomorphism of 21 onto 33. To 
that purpose, let us consider arbitrary elements dl, d2 6 % and the elements bu 

b2 € 93 incident with the former so that bl = ia\, b2 == ia2. Set xx = dx n bt (4= 0)? 
x2 = d2 n b2 (#= 0). There obviously holds: 

xtx2 cz axd2 czdxo d2, xtx2 cz btb2 cz bx o b2 

where, of course, <%: o d2 € 21 (bt o b2 £ 93) is the product of dt (bt) and d2 (b2). So 
we have: xtx2 cz dx o d2 n bt o b2 and observe that bx o b2 is incident with dt o d2. 
Hence bt o b2 = i(ax o a2) and so i(dx o d2) == idx o id2, which completes the proof. 

The result we have arrived at is summed up in the second isomorphism theorem 
for groupoids: 
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Every two coupled factoroids 9t, 33 in @ are isomorphic, hence 9t c± 33. The mapping 
of % onto 33 obtained by associating with every element of 9t the element of 33 incident 
with it is an isomorphism. 

A remarkable case (15.3.3) of the second isomorphism theorem concerns the 
isomorphism of the closure and the intersection of a subgroupoid 3£ cz @ and a 
factoroid f) in ®: if I n sF ={= 0? there holds 

while the isomorphism is realized by the incidence of elements. KandY denote the fields 
of 3£ and 9), respectively. 

3. The third theorem. Let 33 and 33 denote arbitrary factoroids on @ and 33, respec
tively. As we know (15.4.1), 33 enforces a certain covering 91 of 33. Note that 21 is a 
factoroid on @ and each of its elements is the sum of all elements of 33 comprised 

in the same elemeut of 33. Associating, with every element 5 £ 33, that element 
a £ St which is the sum of all the elements of 33 lying in 5, we obtain a mapping of 

33 onto 91; let us denote it by i. We shall show that i is an isomorphism. 
First, it is obvious that i is simple. To prove that it is a deformation, consider 

arbitrary elements Bt, 52 £ 33 and the product 53 £ 33 of 5j and 52. In accordance 

with the definition of the multiplication in 33 there holds, for any bx £ 33 of 5i and 
any b2 £ 33 of 52, the relation bx o b2 £ 53. Now let ax be that element of 5t which is 
the sum of all bt £ SB contained in fil9 hence at = U&i (5i £ 5i) and, analogously, 
let a2 = [Jb2 (b2 £ 52), % =Jjbz (53 £ 53) so that % -== i51? a2 = *52, a3 == t5 3 £ 91. 
Then the relation bt o b2 £ 53 (&i £ 51? 52 € 52) yields bt o b2 cz a3and, furthermore, 
ata2 = U5ib2 cz U&i ob2 czan; hence aB is the element of 91 comprising axaj and 
we have a% = at o a2. This equality may be written in the form i53 = ibx o ib2 and 
expresses that i is a deformation and therefore (since it is simple) an isomorphism. 
Thus we have arrived at the result summed up in the third isomorphism theorem 
for groupoids: 

Any factoroid 33 on a factoroid 33 of @ and the covering 91 of 33 enforced by 33 are 

isomorphic, i.e., 83 -^ 91. The mapping of 33 owto % under which every element 6 £ 58 
is mapped onto the sum of the elements of 33 contained in 5 is an isomorphism. 

16.2. Extended deformations 

Let d be a deformation of & onto ©*. 
From 16.1.1 we know that ©* is isomorphic with the factoroid % corresponding 

to d, i.e., with the factoroid on ® whose field is the decomposition D corresponding 
tod . 
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In accordance with 7.1, d determines the extended mapping d of the system of 
all subsets of & into the system of all subsets of &*; the cf-image of every subset 
A cz & is the subset dA cz ®* consisting of the cf-images of the individual ele
ments a e A; moreover, we put d0 = 0. Sometimes we write d instead of cf, e.g., 
dA instead of dA. 

Let us now consider an arbitrary factoroid 21 on @. Its field is a certain gener
ating decomposition A of @. 

With respect to the theorem in 7.2, dA is a decomposition of (&* if and only if 
A, D are complementary, that is to say, if the factoroids 21, % are complementary. 

Suppose this condition is satisfied. 

1. I t is easy to show that the decomposition dA is generating. Indeed, let a*, 
b* £ dA be arbitrary elements. Then there exist elements a, 6, c 6 A such that 
da = a*, db = 6*, ab cz c. By the theorem 13. 3. 2, we have da .db cz dc and ob
serve that there exists an element (dc =)c*£ dA such that d*b* cz c*. Hence, dA 
is generating. 

The factoroid on &* whose field is the decomposition dA is called the image of 
St under the extended mapping d and denoted by the symbol cf 2t; St is called the 
inverse image of d% under the extended mapping d. 

2. The extended mapping d determines a partial mapping of 21 onto cf 2t under 
which there corresponds, to every element a 6 2t, its image da £ d%. By the map
ping d of 21 onto cfSt we shall, in what follows, mean this partial mapping. 

We shall show that the mapping d of 21 onto d% is a deformation. Indeed, from 
a, 6, c € 2t, a o b = c we have ab cz c and, moreover, da .db cz dc, hence 
da o db = dc = d(d o b) and the proof is complete. 

With regard to this result, the mapping d of 2t onto cf2t is called the extended 
deformation d. 

3. To the extended deformation d of 2t onto d2t there corresponds a certain 

factoroid 21 on 2t. Its individual elements consist of all the elements of 21 that have 
the same image in the extended deformation d. 

In accordance with the theorem in 7.2, we conclude that the covering of 21 

enforced by 2t is the least common covering [ft, %] of St, %. 

Associating with every elements € [81, ®]the element I € % that contains the 

elements of % lying in €, we get an isomorphic mapping of [St, %} onto St (16.1.3); 

associating, on the other hand, with every I C St the element a* € d% that is the 

image of every a 6 21 lying in S, we obtain an isomorphic mapping of 21 onto cfSt 
(16.1.1). Composing these two mappings, we get an isomorphic mapping of [2t> % 
onto <fit (13.4). Under this mapping there corresponds, to every element u £ [St, %], 
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a certain element a* 6 d% which is the image of u under the extended mapping 
d (7.2). 

The result: 

If a factoroid % on (B is mapped, under the extended deformation d, onto some 
factoroid §t* on ©*, then the factoroids [%, ®], 2t* are isomorphic. An isomorphic 
mapping of [%, %] onto SI* is obtained by associating, with every element of [2C, %], 
its image under the extended mapping d. 

In particular, every factoroid which is a covering of the factoroid % is isomorphic 
with its own image under the extended deformation d; an isomorphic mapping is ob-
tained by associating, with every element of the covering, its own image under the ex
tended mapping d. 

16.3. Deformations of sequences of groupoids and a-grade groupoidal structures 

In this chapter we shall be concerned with some more complicated situations in 
connection with deformations of sequences of groupoids and ac-grade groupoidal 
structures. Our considerations naturally follow from situations treated in 6.9; 
we only add the algebraic part based on the multiplication. 

1. Mappings of sequences of groupoids. Let oc(^ 1) be an arbitrary positive in
teger. 

Consider two ac-membered sequences: 

(a) = ( a l 5 . . . , aa), (b) = ( b 1 ? . . . , ha) 

whose members a1? ..., aa and b l3 ..., ba are groupoids. 
a) The sequence (b) is said to be isomorphic with (a) if the following situation 

arises: There exists a mapping a of the sequence (a) onto the sequence (b) such 
that to every member ay of (a) there corresponds an isomorphism iy of ay onto 
bd = aay of (b). 

If (b) is isomorphic with (a), then obviously (a) has the same property with 
respect to (b). Consequently, we speak about isomorphic sequences (a), (b). 

b) Let us now assume that the members ax, ..., aa of (a) as well as the members 
b1? ..., b* of (b) are factoroids in ©. 

The sequence (b) is called semi-coupled or loosely coupled with the sequence (a) 
if the sequence (b) = (bt, ..., ba) consisting of the fields of the members of the 
sequence (b) is semi-coupled with the sequence (a) = (a1} ...,aa) consisting of the 
fields of the memberes of the sequence (a) (6.9.1c); the sequence (b) is called 
coupled with the sequence (a) if the sequence (6) = (bu ..., ba) is coupled with 
(a) = (ax, . . . ,o a) . 
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If (6) is loosely coupled (coupled) with (a), then (a) has the same property with 
regard to (6) and we speak about semi-coupled or loosely coupled (coupled) se
quences (a), (6). 

From the second isomorphism theorem for groupoids (16.1.2) we realize that 
very two coupled sequences of factoroids in & are isomorphic. 

2. Deformations of a-grade groupoidal structures. Let a(^ 1) be a positive in
teger and 

{(%)=)(%,-.,%), 

((«*)=)(«!*,...,«.*) 

arbitrary sequences of groupoids. Moreover, let 9t and 9t* be arbitrary #-grade 
groupoidal structures with regard to (91) and (91*), respectively (15.5). 

Note that every element I 6 9t (I* £ $*) is an oc-membered sequence of sets, 
E = (dt,..., da) {U* = (di*,..., aa*)) each member of which aY (dY*) is a complex 
in the groupoid %Y (9ly*); y = 1, ..., oc. 

Suppose there exists an isomorphism i of 91 onto 21*. Then, for every two 
I = (ax, ..., da), 5 = (&!, ..., ba) 6 A, we have: i l . ib = i(S . 5). 

a) i is said to be a strong isomorphism of % onto 91* if the following situation occurs: 
There exists a permutation p of the set{1, ..., a] with the following effect: To 

every member dY (y = 1, ..., oc) of an element I = (%,..., aa) 6 91 there corre
sponds a simple function aY under which the set dY is mapped onto the set a&* which 
is the (3-th member of the element iU = B* = (%*, ..., *5a*) 6 91*; d = py. More
over, the following "deformation phenomenon" arises: Let 

S = (a-., . . . ,a a ) , 5 = (b1? ...,&a) € § 

be arbitrary elements and 

uB = e = (ci, . . . , c f l ) e t 

the corresponding product; by the definition of 9t, we have: 

dyby cz cY. 

Now let 

ia = I* = (%*,..., fia*), i5 = 5* = (bj*,..., 6a*) 

be the i-images of the elements 5, 5 and 

1*5* = E* = (cx*,..., ca*) 

the corresponding product so that d*bY* cz cy*. Finally, let aY, bY, cY be the men
tioned simple functions belonging to the members dr, bY, cY; under these functions 
the sets dy, bY are simply mapped onto dd*, bd* and (since ii = E*) the set cY onto 
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cs* (d = py). Then the deformation phenomenon can be described as follows: For 
every two points a 6 ay,b £by there holds: aya . byb = cy(ab). 

We easily realize that the inverse mapping i_1 is a strong isomorphism of 31* 
onto 3t. 

If there exists a strong isomorphism of 3t onto 31*, then 31* is said to be strongly 
isomorphic with St. This notion applies, of course, equally to either ft and ft*; there
fore we sometimes speak about strongly isomorphic groupoidal structures 3t, 3t*. 

b) Let us now assume that the sequences of the groupoids (31) and (3t*) consist 
of factoroids 3^ , . . . , 3ta and 3t2*, .. . , 3la* in @5. In that case every element 

I = (ax,..., aa) € 31 

(a*= ( a !* , , . . , ^* )^ !* ) 

is an {%-membered sequence and each member ay (ay*) is a decomposition in (B 
which is a complex in the factoroid 3ty (31.,*). 

The mapping i is said to be an isomorphism with semi-coupling or isomorphism 
with loose coupling (isomorphism with coupling) of 3t on 31* under the following 
circumstances: 

There exists a permutation p of the set {1, ..., a] with the following effect: 
Every member ay (y = 1, ..., a) of an arbitrary element B = (at, ...,aa) 6 3t and 
the member dd*, d = py of the corresponding element i l = B* = (ax*, ..., aa*) 
€ 5t* are semi-coupled (coupled) decompositions in S$. 

I t is easy to see that the inverse mapping i - 1 is an isomorphism of the same kind 
but in the opposite direction, i.e., of 3t* onto 3t. 

Let i be an isomorphism with loose coupling of 3t onto 31*. Consider arbitrary 
members ay, ad* to which the above relation applies so that ay and a6* are members 
of U and iu = I*, respectively, d = py. In this situation the closures Ha., = a6* c 
£ ay, Had* = ay c ad* are nonempty and coupled (4.1). 

Let ay denote the mapping of Hdy onto Had* defined by incidence of elements. 
In accordance with the second equivalence theorem (6.8), ay is simple. We observe 
that for every element a 6 Hay there holds aya = a* (€ Had*) if and only if a na* 
- # 0 . 

Let us show that, for the mappings ay of the closures Hay corresponding to the 
individual members ay (y = 1, . . . , a) of the elements 1 £ 31, the above deformation 
phenomenon arises. 

Indeed, let 

I == (%,..., aa), I = (bu...,ba) € f 

be arbitrary elements and let 

15 = B = (ct, ...,ca) € It 

be their product; next, let 

iu = I* = (%*,..., a*), id = b* = (k*, ..., b*) € f * 
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stand for the images of f, 5 under the isomorphism i and 

E*b* = E*= (c1*,...,c*)e% 

for their product; finally, let aY, by, cY denote the corresponding simple mappings 
of Hay, Hby, He.,, respectively. 

Consider any two elements a 6 Hay, b £ H6y? their images aya ==- a* £ Kad*, 
byb = b* £ Hbg* and the corresponding products c == a o 6 £ cy, c* — a* o b* £ cd*. 
Then we have a n a * 4 = 0 4 - b n b * and, furthermore, 

c = aobzDabzD (an a*) (b n &*), 

c* = a* o b* 13 a*b* => (a* n a) (b* n 6). 

We see that c and c* are incident. So we have: c € Hcy, c* £ Hcd*and, moreover, 
c* = eyc. Consequently, cî a o byb == cy(a o d), which completes the proof. 

If i is, in particular, an isomorphism with coupling, then the considered closures 
coincide with the corresponding elements. We observe that every isomorphism with 
coupling of 91 onto %* is a strong isomorphism. 

If there exists an isomorphism with semi-coupling (isomorphism with coupling) 
of ft onto %*, then %* is said to be isomorphic and semi-coupled ov isomorphic and 
loosely coupled (isomorphic and coupled) with %. These notions are symmetric for 
both % and ft* and so we sometimes speak about isomorphic and semi-coupled 
or isomorphic and loosely coupled (isomorphic and coupled) groupoidal structures 
%, 21*. In particular, every two isomorphic and coupled oc-grade groupoidal structures 
are strongly isomorphic* 

16.4. Exercises 

1. Consider the isomorphism theorems in connection with the groupoids 3? 9tm, 3n* 8d dealt 
with in 15.2, 15.3.2, 15.4.1. 

2. Let i be an isomorphism of ® onto ®*. The image of any factoroid % on @ under the 
extended mapping i is a factoroid i% on ($* and the partial extended mapping i of % onto 
i% is an isomorphism. 

3. Let d be a deformation of % onto ($*. Every factoroid W on ($* is the <f-image of a certain 
factoroid W which lies on @ and is a covering of the factoroid corresponding to d. 

4. Any two adjoint chains of factoroids in ($ have coupled refinements. (Cf. 15.3.5; 6.10.9.) 
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